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coming soon to iConnect

What's New?
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Framework Settings

Assign Frameworks to Specific Sites

Bug Fixes

Did you know you can
submit feedback straight

from the app?
 

Just look for the 'Give Feedback'
button on the menu

What's New?
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Framework Settings
a new, improved process

Several performance and usability updates have been
made to the ‘Framework Settings’ area.

This includes a visible
button to Enable / Disable
frameworks. 

Just navigate to Settings in the main menu and you will be able to Enable or
Disable each framework under 'Available Frameworks'.
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Assign Frameworks
to Specific Sites

Now, when you enable a
framework you will also
be able to choose which
of your sites can access
that framework. 

Due to popular demand, we've made it possible to assign
each framework to specific sites!

Please note that on
upgrade to 2.20, by
default, all frameworks
currently enabled will
be assigned to all active
sites.
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To assign/unassign* frameworks to specific sites, go to Settings from the
main menu and then click on 'Framework Settings'.



Assign Sites
Grading Text (if applicable)
Grading Colour (if applicable)

To assign the framework to a site simply select the framework header
displayed, based on the framework selected, you will now see the following
options:

Assign Frameworks
to Specific Sites
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Please note: in order to access Framework Settings you will require
permission to 'Edit Configuration' in iConnect.



Assign Frameworks
to Specific Sites

When 'Assign Sites' is selected, you will see a Search field, Select all
button, Deselect all button and a list of your active sites. To assign the
framework to a site, simply select the site name and click 'Save'.

Pro tip! 
If you have a large number of
sites and a framework is only
relevant to a few, deselect all
sites and use the search
facility to find the relevant
sites and then select them to
ensure they are ticked.
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Bug Fixes
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Development Tracking Overview

Resolved an issue that was causing an error when accessing the
Development Tracking Overview.

Statement Count Report
An issue has been fixed which resulted in incorrect totals being
displayed on the Statement Count Report.
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